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G.K. Chesterton once wrote that our appetite for history is a function of 
our security.  "The less certain we are of our future, the more 
interested we become in our past."  The recent struggles among Reformed 
Christians over church polity and property bear out Chesterton's 
aphorism.  The ancient history of the Dutch Reformed church with its 
dusty collection of canons and court records has rarely received such an 
avid reading, as proponents and opponents of ecclesiastical change seek 
to prove the vintage and veracity of their arguments.   
Such anecdotal inquiries, however, have yielded a number of anachronistic 
interpretations of our Dutch ecclesiastical heritage.  A fuller 
historical understanding might well be edifying to participants in the 
current struggles.  Those who cite so confidently the distinctly Reformed 
character of the early Dutch Calvinist churches might be discomfited to 
learn that a good deal of this Reformed polity and law was rooted in 
Roman Catholic canon law and ecclesiology.  The Dutch Reformers did not, 
and could not, begin on a tabula rasa.  Those who dismiss so easily the 
modern relevance of this history might be surprised to learn that the 
basic law and polity of the Reformed church forged in the later sixteenth 
century remains in place among many Reformed churches still today.  The 
Reformers' ecclesiastical work has withstood centuries of criticism.  
Those who dismiss so cavalierly church law and ecclesiastical government 
should note that it was the distinctive legal reification of classic 
Reformed theology that rendered it so powerful and permanent -- in North 
America as well as in Europe.  The Reformers understood that churches 
without laws cannot readily maintain order and orthodoxy.   
This article retraces briefly the evolution of early Dutch Reformed law 
and government -- against the background of the Roman Catholic canon law 
tradition and in the context of the Dutch Calvinist Reformation and its 
aftermath.  Part I recounts the prominent role of Roman Catholic 
ecclesiastical structures and canon law in Dutch legal life on the eve of 
the Reformation.  Part II analyzes the new constitutional and theoretical 
changes in church structure and church-state relations born of the Dutch 
Reformation of c. 1566-1581.  Part III shows how the law and polity of 
the early Dutch Reformed church was forged out of Catholic prototypes and 
Calvinist principles.  The Conclusion harvests a few contemporary lessons 
from this historical material. 
 
 
 I. On the Eve of the Dutch Reformation 
 
On the eve of the Protestant Reformation in the late 1550s, the Roman 
Catholic church with its canon law played a prominent, even predominant, 
part in the legal life of the Netherlands.  Until the sweeping 
ecclesiastical reorganization of 1559, most of the Netherlands lay within 



the diocese of Utrecht, a suffragan province of the archbishopric of 
Cologne.  The diocese was divided into eight archdeaconries and some 1600 
parishes and rural deaneries, and served by several thousand spiritual 
and secular clergy, many of them trained as canon lawyers.  
The Roman Catholic church claimed a vast "spiritual" jurisdiction -- that 
is, spiritual law-making and law-enforcing power.  It claimed personal 
jurisdiction over clerics and members of their households; transient 
members of society, like pilgrims, students, and foreign merchants; 
disadvantaged persons like widows, orphans, and the poor; and Jews and 
Muslims.  The church also claimed subject matter jurisdiction over 
disputes concerning doctrine, liturgy, and the sacraments; ecclesiastical 
property, patronage, and tithes; clerical ordination, appointment, and 
discipline; marriage, annulment, and custody; wills, testaments, and 
intestacy; oral promises, oaths, and pledges of faith; "major sins" such 
as blasphemy, Sabbath-breaking, sacrilege, iconoclasm, sorcery, 
witchcraft, defamation, homosexuality, sodomy, prostitution, concubinage, 
adultery, fornication, bigamy, abortion, and infanticide.   
Most cases were first heard in the archdeacon's consistory court usually 
presided over by a provisory judge.  Major disputes involving marriage, 
annulment, heresy, or felonies committed by or against clergy were 
generally litigated in the consistory court of the bishop, presided over 
by his principal official.  Appeals lay first with the court of audience 
of the bishop, from there with the court of the archbishop, and 
ultimately, in rare cases, with the papal rota.Each of these courts 
applied the substantive and procedural canon law -- both as adumbrated in 
general papal decretals and conciliar decrees and as elaborated in the 
decrees of local Dutch synods, in the concordats between Dutch clerical 
and political authorities, and in the numerous writings of the canonist 
jurists.    
The Roman Catholic church also claimed a concurrent temporal jurisdiction 
over disputes that fell within the competence of civil courts.  Through 
prorogation provisions in contracts or treaties or prorogation agreements 
executed on the eve of trial, parties could agree to litigate their civil 
disputes in a church court.  Through removal procedures invoked 
unilaterally by one party, cases could be transferred from a civil court 
to a church court if the civil relief available was adjudged unfair or 
unfit.  In such cases, too, the procedural and substantive canon law was 
applied.  According to some observers, the majority of civil cases in the 
late medieval Netherlands were litigated in church courts.  Not only were 
the church courts considered more competent and consistent than their 
civil rivals.  Church courts also dealt with both the morality and 
legality of the cases before them, allowing litigants to reconcile 
themselves both to God and to their neighbors.  
The multitude of civil authorities that governed the Netherlands 
generally respected and protected the spiritual jurisdiction of the 
church courts.  Several late medieval concordats confirmed the list of 
persons and subjects over which the church courts claimed authority, and 
guaranteed the clergy immunities from civil taxes, services, and criminal 
prosecution.  These concordats also ensured the church of various forms 
of civil aid and accommodation.  When the church condemned heretics or 
felons, the civil authorities were to execute them.  When church courts 
encountered contumacious defendants or witnesses, the civil authorities 
were to punish them.  When the clergy or property of the church needed 
protection, the civil authorities were to supply the troops.  When 



ecclesiastical goods were stolen or misplaced, the civil authorities were 
to retrieve them.   
These concordats did not, however, prevent civil authorities from 
governing matters at the edges of the church's spiritual jurisdiction 
that required reform.  The famous 1540 Perpetual Edict of Emperor Charles 
V, for example, after decrying the exploitation and deprivation of the 
youth, introduced sweeping changes in the church's testamentary and 
marital laws.Authorities in Delft, Dordrecht, and Amsterdam passed 
several statutes in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries to 
regulate the care of orphans, widows, and the poor by ecclesiastical 
charities and to restrict abuses by the paterfamilias of his wife, 
children, and servants.  Such scattered instances of civil regulation, 
however, did not alter the reality of a predominantly ecclesiastical 
authority over spiritual affairs.   
Although they generally protected the church's spiritual jurisdiction, 
Dutch civil authorities generally protested the church's temporal 
jurisdiction and took steps to truncate it.  A 1429 statute of Duiveland, 
for example, required all parties who sought to remove their cases to 
church courts to petition the local magistrate court and demonstrate that 
the civil remedy was unavailable or unfair.  A 1544 statute of Breskens 
outlawed all prorogation contracts and invalidated all contracts and 
treaties in which prorogation clauses were included.In a long series of 
statutes, Charles V required civil judges: to nullify testaments that 
left real property to the church; to disregard prorogation clauses and 
contracts that would transfer civil disputes to church courts; to ignore 
papal rescripts that he had not formally accepted and approved; and in 
general, to assume jurisdiction over actions not specifically reserved to 
the church by concordat.In 1528, Charles formally divested the Bishop of 
Utrecht of his temporal jurisdiction and circumscribed rather narrowly 
the ambit of his spiritual jurisdiction.  Thereafter, he sternly 
prohibited all ecclesiastics from censuring the judgments and judges of 
the civil courts.In retrospect, these instances of civil circumscription 
of the church's temporal jurisdiction can be seen as storm signals of the 
Reformation. 
 
II. The New Reformed Theories of Church and State  
The traditional predominance of Roman Catholic ecclesiastical structures 
and canon law in Dutch legal life was rent asunder by the violent 
upheaval of the seven northern provinces from 1566 to 1581.  The upheaval 
was as much political as religious in motivation, as much a revolution 
against royal autocracy as a Reformation against papal apostasy.  It was 
a revolt against the bloody inquisition of the Duke of Alva which had 
claimed the lives of thousands of Protestants in the previous few 
decades.  It was a revolt against Philip II's repeal of ancient charter 
privileges and imposition of severe taxes and other exactions on the 
cities and nobility.  It was a revolt against the sweeping reorganization 
of the Roman Catholic ecclesiastical polity in the Netherlands in 1559, 
and the widespread clerical corruption and confusion that followed.  It 
was a revolt against Philip II's insistence that the decrees of the 
Council of Trent be published in his name rather than the pope's.  It was 
a revolt against a sacramental system that had rendered the pious 
believer too dependent on the church for his salvation, and the church 
too dependent on the believer for its finances.  The Dutch revolt thus 
brought together persons of wholly different political positions and 



religious persuasions.  Eventually, Calvinist Reformers took the lead and 
directed the revolt to their own political and religious ends.  
The Reformers first cast off the Spanish emperor and his retinue.  The 
early attempts of some of the Dutch nobles to negotiate a settlement with 
the emperor were repeatedly rebuffed.  In 1579, therefore, the seven 
northern provinces of Holland, Zeeland, Gelderland, Utrecht, Overijssel, 
Friesland, and Groningen confederated themselves in the famous Union of 
Utrecht.  The Union united the military and diplomatic efforts of the 
provinces, but preserved the political and legal independence of each 
province.In 1581, the United Provinces declared that "Philip the Second 
had forfeited his right of sovereignty over the said provinces."  After a 
bloody war, independence from the empire was ultimately gained.  
The Reformers quickly turned their energies to the pope and his clergy as 
well.  For a brief time, the survival of the traditional Roman Catholic 
ecclesiastical polity and canon law seemed likely, despite the violence 
of the revolt.  The Pacification of Ghent (1576) prohibited "all attacks 
on the Roman Catholic religion and its exercise," restored to the 
prelates their "abbeys, dioceses, foundations, and residences," and made 
restitution to other ecclesiastics whose properties had been confiscated 
and destroyed.A 1578 Antwerp treaty further guaranteed the Roman Catholic 
clerics a "traditional" spiritual jurisdiction over their parishioners 
and ordered the civil courts to enforce both the canon law marital 
impediments of affinity and consanguinity and the canon law regulations 
for observance of the Sabbath and other holy days.   
This initial inclination to toleration was short-lived.  The Union of 
Utrecht, and its prototypes, had guaranteed each province independent 
authority over religion and the church, insisting only that they preserve 
the liberty of private conscience.  As they were drawn to Calvinism, the 
provincial authorities turned against Roman Catholicism.  Placards 
against public Roman Catholic worship appeared in Zeeland and Holland 
already in 1578, and, within a decade, in the five other provinces as 
well.  Sterner measures soon followed.  Payments of annates, tithes, and 
other ecclesiastical taxes to Rome were prohibited.  Catholic 
sanctuaries, parsonages, and monasteries were destroyed or confiscated 
for use by the magistrates or the new Reformed congregations.  Cloisters, 
hospices, and almshouses were converted into state-run charities and 
public schools.Clerics were stripped of their immunities from civil 
prosecution, services, and taxes.  Several clerics were savagely 
martyred, and most others fled or were banished to France and the 
Southern Netherlands (now Belgium).By the turn of the seventeenth 
century, the traditional Roman Catholic episcopacy had been all but 
banished from the United Provinces.  To be sure, strong populations of 
Roman Catholic laity still remained in the Netherlands after the revolt, 
particularly in the cities of Middelburg, Haarlem, Utrecht, and Delft.  
These parishioners were served by a handful of priests and missionaries, 
who secretly celebrated the mass in houses and barns and baptized, 
confessed, and married those parishioners whom they could reach.But 
little of the traditional ecclesiastical government survived the revolt. 
The Reformers attacked not only the traditional forms and functions of 
ecclesiastical and political authority, but also the theory that 
supported them.  Building on the work of John Calvin, Theodore Beza, and 
other earlier Reformers, a series of brilliant Dutch Calvinist 
theologians and moralists -- Guilielmus Apollonius, Jacobus Triglandus, 
Gisbertus Voetius, Antonius Walaeus, among others -- devised a new theory 



of church and state, and of church law and civil law, that came to 
dominate Dutch ecclesiology and political theory until well into the 
eighteenth century.    
The Reformers rejected the two swords theory that supported the 
traditional rule of the papacy and the canon law in the Netherlands.  
Since the later twelfth century, the Roman Catholic church had taught 
that the pope is the vicar of Christ in whom God has vested the authority 
of both the spiritual and the temporal swords.  The pope and his clergy 
had used the spiritual sword to establish the canon law.  They had 
delegated the temporal sword to civil authorities.  Civil authorities 
were thus subject to clerical authorities.  Civil law was limited by 
canon law.  Civil jurisdiction was subordinate to ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction.  This two swords theory was not confined to dusty medieval 
tracts.  It was vigorously reasserted by a number of respected Dutch 
Catholic apologists. 
The Dutch Calvinist Reformers started from the premise that church and 
state "are two separate and independent seats of godly power and 
authority in the world."  They are "not subordinate but coordinate to 
each other.  One does not depend on the other.  Both depend upon God."    
God has vested in the church the spiritual power of the Word, the 
Reformers argued.  He has called church officials to be His "high 
priests" in the world to preach the word, to administer the sacraments, 
to catechize the young, to care for the poor and needy.  He has equipped 
each church with independent authority to devise its own polity, to 
define its own doctrine, and to discipline its own members through the 
spiritual means of admonition, censure, and excommunication.  Such 
disciplinary authority could be exercised only over members who 
voluntarily joined the church and only for the purpose of maintaining the 
"integrity" and "continuity" of the church.  The downfall of the Roman 
Catholic church, the Reformers believed, was that it had extended its 
authority well beyond its voluntary members, had employed coercive and 
exploitative means of enforcing its decrees, and had insisted that 
adherence to the laws and traditions of the church was requisite for 
salvation.  The Roman Catholic church had thereby "usurped the state's 
authority and law," "Judaized the Christian faith," and "tyrannized the 
Christian conscience."  
God has vested in the state the temporal power of the sword.  He has 
called civil officials to be His "vice-regents" in the world, to 
represent and reflect His authority, to appropriate and apply His 
law.Each magistrate was called to be the "guardian and vindicator of both 
tables of the [Decalogue]."This rendered the magistrate responsible for 
governing both the relationships between persons and God, based on the 
First Table of the Decalogue, and the multiple relationships among 
persons, based on the Second Table.  Thus the magistrate was to punish 
all idolatry, blasphemy, false swearing, witchcraft, alchemy, Sabbath-
breaking, and other sins against God, based on the First Table.  He was 
also to promulgate criminal, property, contract, family, corporate, 
commercial, and other laws based on the Second Table.   
This two powers theory of the Reformers, though dominant, did not receive 
unqualified acceptance in the Netherlands.  One group of "erastian" 
Reformers, while accepting this basic theory, argued for a greater state 
authority in ecclesiastical affairs.  The first table of the Decalogue, 
they argued, empowered the state not only to prohibit blasphemy, 
idolatry, and other offenses, but also to establish one religion and to 



participate actively in the government and operation of the established 
church.  A second group of "theocratic" Reformers, while accepting this 
basic theory, argued for a greater church authority in political affairs.  
The church, they argued, is uniquely qualified to interpret the 
requirements of the godly law which the state is required to implement.  
It should thus participate actively in both civil legislation and civil 
adjudication.   
Neither the erastian nor the theocratic position ultimately came to 
prevail in the Netherlands.  The provincial authorities did not establish 
the Reformed religion.  The ecclesiastical authorities did not dominate 
provincial politics.  Yet ample erastian and theocratic inclinations 
prevailed in the early decades of the Dutch republic.  The Reformed 
church, though not established, was favored throughout the Netherlands 
and subject to considerable civil control, particularly in Zeeland, 
Holland, and Gelderland.  The provincial and municipal authorities, 
though not dominated by the Reformed ecclesiastical officials, often 
cooperated with them in the promulgation and enforcement of civil law, 
particularly in Friesland and Groningen.    
 
 
III. The New Reformed Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity 
The Reformation transformed, inter alia, the polity and law of the Dutch 
church.  Reformed church officials promulgated a welter of new ordinances 
and opinions to define and govern the internal affairs of the church and 
the activities of their clergy and parishioners.  The Reformed church 
records produced during the first two generations alone bow several long 
book shelves.  This ecclesiastical transformation, however, was not 
nearly so radical as the early Reformers had envisioned.  The Reformed 
ecclesiastical polity, though lacking a papal superior and episcopal 
divisions, nonetheless maintained basic Roman Catholic forms and 
functions.  The Reformed church law, though far narrower in scope than 
the Roman Catholic canon law, still included basic canon law principles.   
The Reformers' emulation and accommodation of Roman Catholic prototypes 
could only be expected.  Roman Catholic ecclesiastical structures had, 
after all, ruled effectively and efficiently in the Netherlands for 
centuries.  Roman Catholic canon law was a sophisticated and subtle 
system of law well known to the jurists and theologians who joined the 
Reformed cause and a regular course in both the law faculties and 
theology faculties of the Dutch universities, even after the Reformation.  
Moreover, use of the canon law, the great legal historian L.J. van 
Apeldoorn tells us, was "never expressly prohibited by the Reformed 
authorities [in the Netherlands]."  Theologically offensive 
ecclesiastical structures and legal provisions, such as those rooted in 
notions of papal supremacy or spurned sacraments, were naturally 
discarded.  What remained, however, was readily used in service of 
Calvinist principles of church and law.   
Like their Roman Catholic predecessors, the Dutch Calvinist Reformers 
developed a hierarchical church polity.  Instead of parishes, deaneries, 
and archdeaconries, the Reformers used analogous congregations, classes, 
and synodical provinces each with its own courts and officials, and bound 
together into a system of appeal and review.  This basic parallel in 
ecclesiastical polity was not accidental.  It had been recommended by 
delegates to the so-called Synod of Teur (1563) to ease the transition 



from a Catholic to a Calvinist polity -- a recommendation taken to heart 
by subsequent synods.   
Each congregation of the new Dutch Reformed church was governed by a 
separate consistory court (kerkraad), modelled on those courts developed 
earlier by John … Lasco in East Friesland, John Calvin in Geneva, and 
Martin Micronius (with John … Lasco) in London.The multiple 
responsibilities of the consistory were divided among the four offices of 
preacher, doctor, elder, and deacon that Calvin had defined.(1) An 
ordained minister (predikant) was responsible to preach the Word, 
administer the sacraments, counsel the wayward, console the 
disadvantaged, and preside at all plenary consistory sessions.  Most 
ministers, already in the early years of the Reformation, were trained in 
theology.  Very few ministers were trained in law; those that were 
received little encouragement to pursue any legal, political, or 
commercial activities while they held office.Despite the church's 
protests, civil rulers, particularly in Zeeland and Holland, took an 
active hand in selecting and supervising the ministers.(2) One or more 
doctors of theology served to catechize the young, to organize parochial 
schools within the community, and to help adjudicate disputes concerning 
doctrine and liturgy that arose within the congregation.  Their 
appointments, too, were sometimes subject to uncomfortably close civil 
scrutiny and control.  (3) Several elders (ouderlingen) were chosen to 
maintain orthodoxy and order within the congregation.  In the early 
years, these elders were generally men of high office and notable 
respectability -- lawyers, doctors, university professors, prominent 
businessmen, and the like.  The elders regularly visited the homes of 
parishioners to ensure that they were faithful in their devotional life, 
church attendance, and private morality.  They examined new members who 
sought to participate in the congregation or to partake of the communion.  
They adjudicated, usually with the minister presiding, all cases 
involving spiritual or moral disputes or offenses that arose within the 
church.They also supervised, usually at some distance, the work of the 
ministers and doctors.  (4) Several deacons (diakonen) served as 
financial officers of the church, who collected the tithes, coordinated 
the maintenance of church properties, and made distributions to the poor 
and needy within and without the church.    
A group of congregations within a large municipality or rural region 
formed a classis.  The classis had its own court comprised of 
representatives chosen from each consistory court.  This classis court 
generally met every few months to hear appeals from the consistory 
courts, to appoint visitors to review the spiritual and material health 
of the classis, and to review the performance of local congregations.  
The classis courts also adjudicated de novo any case involving spiritual 
or moral corruption of a minister or doctor and any case in which the 
consistory court had recommended excommunication of a parishioner.   
Each of the seven provinces also had a synod or provincial church court 
(provinciale kerkraad), comprised of representatives from each of the 
classes.  The synods were both legislative and judicial bodies.  They 
issued church ordinances to govern the polity, doctrine, and discipline 
of the church.  They adjudicated cases that raised particularly novel or 
intricate claims or that had divided the classis courts.  They set 
standards for ordination of ministers and appointment of doctors, and 
examined new candidates for these offices.  They issued advisory opinions 
and orders to classis and consistory courts.  In theory, each of the 



seven provincial synods was to convene annually, and a national synod was 
to convene biannually.  In reality, after the first generation, the 
provincial synods rarely met more than twice a decade, and national 
synods were even rarer events.  
As is still largely the case today, the new Reformed church courts were 
far less formal than their Roman Catholic predecessors.  They had few 
professional judges, notaries, advocates, or other officials trained in 
law.  They had few formal procedures for pleading cases, hearing 
evidence, or registering appeals.  They had few requirements for written 
proceedings and formal records.  The ordinances promulgated by the 
provincial and national synods were simple legal documents that listed 
rules and requirements categorically but left most of the details to the 
discretion of ecclesiastical officials.  The opinions issued by the 
classical and synodical courts to resolve cases before them usually 
included only cryptic descriptions of the issue at hand together with the 
holding.   Little was offered by way of ratio decidendi or citation to 
authority.  In later years, the Reformed church law was rendered more 
systematic and formal by the learned tracts and advisory opinions of 
university theologians.  But, in the first several decades, a good deal 
of this new Reformed church law was left informal and unwritten.  
The Reformed church courts also exercised a far more limited jurisdiction 
than their Roman Catholic predecessors.They restricted themselves, in one 
synod's words, to "matters that are wholly ecclesiastical" and left "all 
matters that are partly ecclesiastical and partly political . . . to the 
judgments and authority of the civil magistracy."Moreover, the Reformed 
church courts narrowed considerably the definition of "wholly 
ecclesiastical" matters.  They did not accept the sacraments of marriage, 
penance, and extreme unction, and thus claimed no special subject matter 
jurisdiction over marriage, divorce, and annulment, over crimes, delicts, 
and oaths, or over testaments, trusts, and intestacy, respectively.  They 
did not distinguish between clergy and laity, or maintain a separate 
sacrament of ordination, and thus claimed no special personal 
jurisdiction over clerics and no special clerical immunities from civil 
taxation, prosecution, and services.  The Reformed church courts limited 
their jurisdiction to matters (1) doctrinal and liturgical; (2) moral and 
disciplinary; and (3) charitable and educational.  These matters had also 
lain at the heart of the spiritual jurisdiction of the Roman Catholic 
church.   
First, the Reformed church courts, like their Roman Catholic 
predecessors, prescribed orthodox doctrine and liturgy for their 
parishioners.  Ministers were instructed to preach from the Geneva Bible, 
the ancient ecumenical creeds, and the Belgic Confession.  Doctors were 
enjoined to teach from the Genevan and Heidelberg catechisms.  
Parishioners were instructed to read the Word and to offer prayers daily 
and to teach their children Christian piety and charity.  The church 
ordinances required faithful attendance at Sunday services and observance 
of the holy days of Christmas, Good Friday, Easter, Ascension Day, and 
Pentecost.  They prescribed prayers, rituals, and songs for the 
celebration of the sacraments, the confirmation of new communicant 
members, and the consecration of marriages.  
The church courts also proscribed "doctrinal sin" among their 
parishioners.  Such sin included not only idolatry, blasphemy, Sabbath-
breaking, sorcery, sacrilege, and other obvious spiritual lapses.  It 
also included entertaining or teaching heretical doctrines, printing or 



selling scandalous literature, associating too closely with Anabaptists, 
"evangelicals" (i.e., Lutherans), or Roman Catholics, regularly refusing 
participation in the Lord's Supper, or resisting the spiritual 
admonitions and instructions of the church courts.   
Much of the litigation over spiritual affairs during sessions of the 
early Reformed church courts concerned minor details of liturgical form.  
The early synodical and classis records are replete with inquiries 
concerning the minimum age for infant baptism, the appropriate form of 
baptism of new converts, the frequency of celebration of the Holy Supper, 
the standards for admission to communion, the appropriate language and 
length of worship services, the purpose and procedure of marital 
consecration, and numerous similar questions.  Such issues were disposed 
of summarily, rarely producing an order or opinion of more than a few 
sentences.  Later, these judgments were woven into revised versions of 
the church ordinances.  
On occasion, the litigation over spiritual affairs concerned more 
interesting issues of doctrinal formulation.  The theological teachings 
of Caspar Coolhaas, for example, a Reformed minister and theology 
professor in Leiden, sparked considerable controversy and litigation.  In 
1579, Coolhaas sought to accord the Leiden magistrates greater authority 
in the selection and supervision of the elders and deacons that served in 
his consistory.  When challenged by fellow ministers in Leiden for this 
invitation to civic officiousness, Coolhaas wrote a lengthy apologia for 
his position and criticized sharply the prevailing Reformed doctrines of 
church and state.A national synod, meeting at Middelburg in 1581, 
condemned his teachings and ordered him to repent.When he refused, a 
Provincial Synod at Haarlem the following year defrocked and 
excommunicated him.  Later courts further condemned distribution of his 
writings and teaching of his doctrines.  Similar litigation erupted over 
the theological teachings of Leiden theology professor Jacob Arminius and 
other so-called Remonstrants (including the famous Dutch jurist Hugo 
Grotius).  The Remonstrants taught conditional election on the ground of 
foreseen faith, universal atonement, partial depravity, resistable grace, 
and the possibility of lapsing from grace.  Several synodical and classis 
courts at the turn of the seventeenth century criticized these doctrines.  
In 1618-1619, the national synod meeting at Dordrecht issued a stinging 
Five Articles Against the Remonstrants in which they required adherence 
to the doctrines of unconditional election, limited atonement, total 
depravity, irresistible grace, and the eternal perseverance of all the 
saints.Arminius, Grotius, and all those who entertained contrary 
doctrines were branded as heretics and were banned, with their families, 
from the church -- and, in some provinces, from the community altogether. 
Second, the Reformed church courts, like their Roman Catholic 
predecessors, exercised a stern moral authority over their parishioners.  
The Roman Catholic church had based its authority over morality chiefly 
on the sacrament of penance.  Baptized believers, the church had taught, 
were required to confess their sins and to reconcile themselves to God, 
on pain of eternal punishment.  The church had claimed the authority to 
define the vices that required confession, to hear the sinner's 
confession, to absolve him or her from eternal punishment, and to 
prescribe virtuous works of purgation.The Reformed church based its 
jurisdiction over morality on the sacrament of the Lord's Supper or 
Eucharist.  Baptized believers, the church taught, who sought to partake 
of communion, were required "to examine their hearts and confess their 



sins," lest they "profane and pollute" the sacrament and "eat and drink 
judgment upon themselves" and upon the whole congregation.  Like the 
Roman Catholics, the Reformed church courts assumed the authority to 
define the vices that required confession and to punish by spiritual 
means those who resisted such confession.  Unlike the Roman Catholics, 
however, they did not assume the authority to absolve the sinner from 
eternal punishment or to prescribe penitential works of purgation.  
Critics like Coolhaas and Arminius saw little substance in these 
distinctions and charged that the Reformers had "retained a large remnant 
of the popish yoke" and had "restored the tyranny of Christian 
consciences."  
Building on Calvin's taxonomy, the Reformed church courts distinguished 
between private or light sins and public or grave sins.Private sins 
(heimlicke delicta) were those immoral thoughts or acts that caused no 
tangible harm to others or open scandal -- greed, sumptuousness, lust, 
masturbation, bestiality, hatred, jealousy, envy, and similar vices.  
Public sins were those crimes or shameful acts (scelera, flagitia) that 
caused either tangible harm to others or open scandal within the church -
- "murder, adultery, bigamy, prostitution, robbery, theft, perjury, 
drunkenness, and other . . . open violations of the Second Table [of the 
Decalogue]."  
Private sinners were punished by the private admonitions of the minister 
or an elder.  Public sinners were required to confess their sins first 
before the consistory court, then before the whole congregation.  Such 
public confession had a retributive, deterrent, and rehabilitative 
effect.  It brought shame and scorn on the sinner.  It warned the sinner 
and others of the perils and punishments of wayward living.  It enabled 
the sinner to fortify himself or herself with the counsel, comfort, and 
prayers of fellow believers.  Those who refused either private admonition 
or public confession, or who persisted in their moral delinquency, were 
banned from the Eucharist and had their names posted in the church.  
Recalcitrant or incorrigible parishioners were excommunicated from the 
church, after a period of warning.  
Much of the litigation over morality within the Reformed  church courts 
dealt with marital and family questions -- whether church members could 
marry other Protestants, Catholics, or Jews, whether adulterers who 
became widowers could marry their mistresses, whether earlier secret 
marriages could be formalized and consecrated, whether non-married 
couples could cohabit for reasons of necessity or convenience, whether 
wives could leave drunken or abusive husbands, whether children could 
disobey or leave negligent parents, whether illegitimate children could 
be baptized, and the like.  The church courts, at least after the first 
generation, addressed only the morality of the parties' actions and 
instructed them to take up their legal questions with the local 
magistrate.  
Several of these issues were combined in a case that came before the 
National Synod of s'Gravenhage (1586).  From the court record and 
external accounts the following facts are clear.  The defendant, while 
serving abroad in the army, committed adultery.  Thereafter, he was 
notified that his wife had died.  He secretly married his lover and 
cohabited with her.  He then discovered that his first wife, though 
gravely ill, was still alive.  He decided to live in bigamy with his 
second wife, until his first wife died.  After she died, the defendant 
and his second wife sought to be formally married and admitted to 



communion in a Reformed church in Groningen.  The Provincial Synod of 
Groningen apparently refused to formalize the marriage and to admit the 
couple to communion.  The National Synod of s'Gravenhage reversed the 
Provincial Synod, holding that if the couple would publicly confess their 
sins of adultery, bigamy, and secret marriage to the congregation, and if 
they could have their marriage formalized at civil law, they would be 
admitted to communion in the church.  
The church's jurisdiction over sin coincided closely with the state's 
jurisdiction over crime.  In theory, the two authorities maintained 
independent procedures and would hear nothing of a double jeopardy 
defense.  "Criminal punishment will not absolve a sinner from 
ecclesiastical punishment," reads one church ordinance, "nor will 
ecclesiastical punishment insulate a criminal from criminal 
punishment."In reality, church courts and magistrate courts collaborated 
informally in the prosecution and punishment of guilty parties.  The two 
courts often apprised each other of pending cases.  They shared evidence 
gathered in the investigation of the offense and the interrogation of the 
defendant and witnesses.  They drew on each other's personnel and 
expertise when dealing with particularly difficult cases.  They consulted 
each other in devising appropriate punishments.  Church courts would send 
felons who appeared before them to the magistrate courts with a strong 
recommendation that they be executed, ostracized, or consigned to hard 
labor.  Magistrate courts would send those guilty of "light offenses" to 
the church courts for reproof and prescribed community service.  Some of 
this cooperation, particularly in Holland and Zeeland, was forced on the 
church by officious magistrates.  Some of the cooperation was inevitable, 
given that officials served simultaneously on both the church courts and 
civil courts.   
Third, the Reformed church courts, like their Roman Catholic 
predecessors, exercised broad authority over education, poor relief, and 
other forms of public charity.  The Roman Catholic church had vested its 
charitable authority principally in cloisters, chantries, rural deans, 
and parish priests, under the general supervision and visitation of the 
archdeacon.  Funding for their charitable work had come from both 
diocesan contributions and private gifts and inheritances.  The Reformed 
church vested its charitable authority in congregational consistory 
courts, each of which was subject to the general supervision and 
visitation of the classis.  Funding for their charitable work came from a 
portion of the weekly congregational tithes that was deposited in a 
designated "benevolent fund."   
The congregations and consistory courts discharged a variety of 
charitable functions within the community.  Church meetinghouses and 
chapels were used not only to conduct religious services, but also to 
host town assemblies and political rallies, to house the community 
library, and to hold certificates of birth, marriage, and death.  
Parsonages were used not only to house the minister and his family, but 
also to harbor orphans and widows, the sick and the aged, and victims of 
abuse and disaster.  Ministers served not only as preachers in their 
churches, but also as chaplains in local prisons, hospitals, and asylums.  
Doctors of theology served not only to catechize parishioners in the 
congregation but also to organize schools in the community for education 
in religion, science, and the liberal arts.  Deacons served not only to 
control the finances of the church, but also to distribute alms to the 



poor and to coordinate the work of local almshouses, hospitals, 
orphanages, and other charitable organizations.  
The Reformed church courts regarded such charity not only as a form of 
ministry but also as a form of mission.  On the one hand, they insisted 
that their charitable services cross denominational lines.  "No 
distinction may be made," one church ordinance put it, "between persons 
of different faiths in giving or distributing poor relief, food, or other 
alms."On the other hand, they insisted that such charity serve the end of 
spreading the Reformed gospel.  Thus ministerial chaplains not only 
dispensed comfort and counsel but also distributed Geneva Bibles and 
Reformed pamphlets.  Day schools hired only those teachers who "accepted 
the confession of faith of the Dutch churches" and who "taught not only 
language and the arts, but also and primarily the Christian catechism."  
Charitable organizations generally accepted the services only of those 
who professed the Reformed faith.  
 
Conclusions 
To bring to light this ancient history is neither to wax nostalgic about 
the golden birth of the Dutch Reformed church, nor to offer a panacea to 
crises within current Reformed churches.  We cannot delude ourselves with 
unduly romantic accounts of the birth of our Reformed tradition, or seek 
simply to transpose the vision of our ecclesiastical founders into modern 
times.  Our founders did not establish their churches only through 
private initiative and personal sacrifice.  They also appropriated 
hundreds of church properties and endowments left by Catholic believers 
who had been killed or refugeed.  Our founders did not derive their 
ecclesiastical polity only from new spiritual visions and biblical 
insights.  They also adopted a good deal of the ecclesiastical polity and 
canon law of the Roman Catholic tradition.  Our founders did not always 
resolve their intrachurch disputes within the shelter of the sanctuary or 
the synod.  They occasionally invoked civil courts and magistrates to 
help them, leading to bitter schisms and ostracisms.  Our belief in a 
providential view of history should render us respectful of the roots and 
routes of the Reformed tradition.  But our beliefs in the constant 
reality of sin should render us suspicious of attempts to idealize or to 
idolize any one era in that tradition, even the founding era.  As 
Jaroslav Pelikan reminds us, "[t]radition is the living faith of the 
dead; traditionalism is the dead faith of the living." 
Even with these caveats in mind, however, this ancient history offers 
lessons even for our day.  
On the one hand, the early Reformers respected the rule of law within the 
visible church.  They devised laws that defined their doctrines and 
disciplinary standards, the rights and duties of their officers and 
parishioners, their procedures for legislation and dispute resolution.  
The church was thereby protected from the intrusions of state law and the 
sinful vicissitudes of their members.  Officials were limited in their 
discretion.  Parishioners understood their spiritual duties.  When new 
rules were issued, they were discussed, promulgated, and well known.  
Issues that were ripe for review were resolved by church tribunals, not 
delegated or dithered over.  Parties that had cases to be heard exhausted 
their remedies at church law; they did not turn to public opinion polls 
or civil courts for judgment.  Disgruntled individuals and families that 
departed from the church left their private pews and personal properties 
behind them.  Dissenting congregations that seceded from the fold left 



their properties in the hands of the corporate body.  To be sure, this 
principle of the rule of law within the reformed church was an ideal that 
too often has been honored only in the breach.  Yet this principle was 
one of the pillars of reformed ecclesiology, guaranteeing order, 
organization, and orthodoxy within the Reformed church.  Many combatants 
in the current struggles in North America could profit from a greater 
respect for this first principle.  
On the other hand, the early Reformers respected the democratic process 
within the visible church.  Pastors, elders, and deacons were elected to 
their offices by the congregation.  Congregations periodically held 
collective meetings to assess the performance of their church officers, 
to discuss new initiatives within their bodies, to debate controversies 
that had arisen.  Delegates to the classes and synods were elected by 
their peers.  Classis and synod proceedings were open to the public, gave 
standing to parishioners to press their claims, and welcomed 
interventions from the gallery.  Implicit in this democratic process was 
a willingness to entertain changes in doctrine, liturgy, and polity, to 
accommodate new visions and insights, to spurn ideas and institutions 
whose utility and veracity were no longer tenable.  This principle was a 
second pillar of reformed theology, guaranteeing constant reflection, 
renewal, and reform within the Reformed church.  Many combatants in the 
current struggles in North America could also profit from measuring their 
conduct against this principle.   
It was the genius of the early Reformers to juxtapose these two cardinal 
principles of ecclesiology.  Democratic processes prevented the rule-of-
law principle from promoting an ossified and outmoded orthodoxy.  The 
rule of law prevented the democratic principle from promoting a faith 
swayed by fleeting fashions and public opinions.  Together, these two 
principles allowed the church to strike a unique perpetual balance 
between freedom and law, spirit and structure, innovation and order.   
This delicate ecclesiastical machinery does not innoculate the Reformed 
church against dissent and schism.  The Reformed church has experienced 
schisms in the past, and will know schisms in future.  But it is an 
ecclesiastical machinery that has rendered the pluriform Reformed church 
remarkably resilient over three centuries and in numerous countries and 
cultures.  Its time-tested insights and institutions should not be lost 
on us today, as we struggle to repair our old ecclesiastical orders and 
to form new ones.  
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